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New and changing law enforcement challenges call for new equipment solutions. The Tactical 
Response Kit addresses two current (and overlapping) concerns that are expected to be with us 
for some time: the risk of surface-borne pathogen exposure, and the increase in crowd activity and 
potential mass arrests.
 
This portable, ready-to-deploy kit includes a complete disposable restraint system, as well as a riot-
length retractable baton and related accessories:

 

RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
 

• 10 Tri-Fold disposable restraints: Single-use restraints are critical for riot duty, and help minimize the contamination 
risk of re-using regular handcuffs. Tri-Folds apply rapidly with a single pull, provide the extra security of secondary 
compression locks, and take up minimal belt or vest space. And unlike large, looped “zip tie” restraints, this low-profile 
storage configuration avoids the significant risk of large grab- and snag-points for the officer. Tri-Folds in the Tactical 
Response Kit are packed pre-assembled and ready for use, as follows:

 
 ⸰ 2 Tri-Folds, assembled, folded and pre-loaded in belt case

 ⸰ 8 additional replacement Tri-Folds, assembled and 
secured with Blue Bands, ready for loading into case 
(remove reusable bands before casing)

 
• Scarab Cutter: Ultra-compact, fast-operating Tri-Fold cutter 

with fully-shielded blade for complete safety.
 

• Carrying Case: Holds two Tri-Folds and Scarab Cutter, all in 
not much more belt space than a duty flashlight. Exclusive 
Snap-Loc belt clip can be secured in seconds, without 
removing belt or anything on it, and is adjustable to fit any 
belt up to 2¼" or load bearing vest.

 
• Carabiners: Two high-quality, durable polymer carabiners, 

provided as an alternate/supplemental carrying option for 
Tri-Folds. Simply clip the carabiner anywhere on duty rig and 
clip on the storage-banded restraints by their pull-rings.

 
BATON EQUIPMENT
 

• Talon Infinity 60cm Baton (T60): Our latest, state-of-the-art 
tactical baton. Extends quickly and decisively to a full length 
of approximately 24 inches—suitable for crowd control/riot 
use—and collapses to under 10 inches for compact carry 
and storage. Advanced push-button mechanism allows fast, 
smooth retraction directly into the scabbard or hand—with no 
bending down, and no impact. The Talon is particularly well-
suited for use with riot shields, as the baton can be easily 
retracted and stowed while holding the shield in position.

 
• Grip Cap: Flared baton cap improves retention—especially 

critical in crowd situations—and adds leverage. 
 

• Envoy Scabbard: Custom-designed for the Talon Infinity Baton, with a closed 
bottom that allows the baton to be collapsed directly into the scabbard. 180-degree 
rotation—with seven adjustable positions—provides a customizable carry and draw 
angle. Exclusive Snap-Loc belt clip can be secured in seconds, without removing the 
belt or anything on it, and is adjustable to fit any belt up to 2¼” or loadbearing vest.

 
STORAGE AND TRANSPORT
 

• View Bag: All kit components are pre-packaged in this low-profile carrying case. Durable, ballistic textile case features see-
through, ventilating mesh panels and full zip-around opening for easy identification and rapid access to all contents. Dual 
zipper pulls can be fastened together with security wire-tie or luggage lock. Slim profile stores easily in patrol car or locker.

(Black Tri-Folds)   ı 84024
(Yellow Tri-Folds) ı 84025
Total retail value: $490
Net MSRP: $324
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